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ABSTRACT: This examination work incorporates the investigation of issues that 

were looked during the cutting of youthful coconut in business reason. By 

considering such issue the need of productive coconut cutting machine was 

created. On the off chance that the created machine is popularize the issue of 

utilization of coconut water at inns and eateries will get profited. The motivation 

behind this exploration is to create, test, and assess the youthful coconut organic 

product cutting machine. This exploration work incorporate the portrayal of such 

a machine which won't just use to cut the coconut yet additionally can be utilized 

to drink coconut water at parks and shorelines. The utilization of screw jack for 

the advancement of this machine diminishes the expense of manufacture. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The idea behind this paper is to improve productivity of cutting of coconut with less 

endeavors and less labor and to build the pace of cutting the coconuts [1]. This 

undertaking diminishes the opportunity of any peril while cutting the coconut 

alongside this [2]. This machine is the compact gadget, because of its less weight it 

tends to be effectively convenient [3]. The life of this machine is long [4]. Just the 

changing of cutting sharp edges and drill apparatus must be required after a specific 

cutting coconut much of the time [5]. Other than this the screw jack has a long life 

[6]. It required less systems for upkeeps as contrast with other cutting procedure of 
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coconuts [7]. There is just need of checking the sharpness of cutting edges [8]. This 

paper will give a concise thought in structuring another machine with these 

instruments [9]. 

 

WORKING 

 

Structure parameters for a cutting machine comprise of the size of youthful crisp 

coconut and the most extreme compressive power utilized for slicing the coconut 

down the middle by a sharp blade [10]. Three unique examples of various sizes are 

chosen for the experimentation [11]. The three dimensional size of the organic 

product was with a normal load. The organic product was set between the blade edge 

and the cross leader of the general testing machine which was appended to a load 

cell. The most noteworthy cutting power at each stacking velocity was recorded. 

Results demonstrated that the higher the speed of cutting, the lower was the 

compressive power. Be that as it may, the greatest power of stacking rate was chosen 

for the plan of the machine. Variety of the slicing power occurred because of the 

shell quality, which depended further on the natural product development. The 

machine was manufactured comprise of following parts like the screw jack with a 

coconut holder, the removable cutting sharp blade, pointed sort of apparatuses with 

a nut arrangement. The instruments are classifications as cutting sharp blade and 

pointed device are kept at consistent fixed position. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This device is primarily designed with the assistance of multiple devices such as 

cutting blade, hole making, and coconut hole cutting. The key to this machine is that 

it reduces the time it takes to cut the coconut and to cut out the different fruits from 

the coconut. There is no additional attachment needed for performing activities, both 

activities can be carried out concurrently. The price to use the machine in tiny 

restaurants and stores is much lower. This definitely improves cocoa productivity in 

all parts of the country and can be produced in future in various new applications. 
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